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ABSTRACT

We present a new analysis methodology for extra ting a urate sinusoidal parameters from audio signals. The method
ombines modi ed vo oder parameter estimation with urrently used peak dete tion algorithms in sinusoidal modeling. The urrent system pro esses input frame by frame,
sear hing for peaks like a sinusoidal analysis model, but
also dynami ally sele ts vo oder hannels, through whi h
smeared peaks in the FFT domain are pro essed. This way,
frequen y traje tories of sinusoids of hanging frequen y
within a frame may be a urately parametrized. We note
that the omputational expense in urred by using the new
model is o set by the redu ed frame rate allowed, and des ribe possible appli ations for the new model. We demonstrate that the urrent model is able to follow the hanging
frequen ies in a long analysis frame, with a ura y greater
than that found in a onventional sinusoidal model.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In the eld of audio signal pro essing, the ability to extra t a urate sinusoidal parameters is of fundamental importan e. Audio oding, spee h enhan ement, sound sour e
separation, and pit h tra king appli ations all rely to some
extent on the quality of sinusoidal parameters. In many
ases, it is also highly desirable to know the general dire tion and spe i path of travel of frequen y omponents
within a signal. These omponents are most orre tly alled
nonstationary quasi-sinusoidal signals, though we will refer
to them herein as nonstationary sinusoids for onvenien e.
In the past, two methods of data-redu ed signal representations have been ommonly used in audio analysis to extra t sinusoidal parameters, though neither has ompletely
addressed the issue of the dire tion and path of travel of
sinusoidal omponents. The two te hniques are spe tral
modeling [1, 2, 3℄ and vo oder modeling [4℄. In spe tral
modeling, the signal is segmented in time into frames. In
vo oder parameter modeling, the signal is assumed to be
well-modeled as a set of responses of bandpass lters. In
ea h ase, the segmentation of the model limits parameters
from being suÆ iently dynami in both time and frequen y.
Though these basi models do not ompletely address
the nonstationarity issue, some resear h has done so within
ertain limits. In [5℄, for example, the authors use an entire
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spe tral peak { ontaining some information about the nonstationarity of the sinusoid { when performing pit h shifting and a variety of other modi ations to the input signal.
In [6℄, the problem of on atenating nonstationary sinusoids in synthesis is addressed, though the approa h relies
on a linear hirp approximation to the frequen y traje tories. In [7℄, the possibility of linear-only variation in the
amplitude of identi ed sinusoids is addressed in an eÆ ient
synthesis ontext. This work does not, however, allow nonlinear variation in amplitude or onsider instantaneous frequen y of nonstationary sinusoidal omponents. In [8℄, it
is shown that the history of a sinusoid's parameters may be
used to optimally inform a peak tra king pro edure. While
this does bear relevan e to a urately tra king the instantaneous parameters of sinusoids, it is limited by the quality
of the parameters that are originally dete ted at the frame
level.
Another approa h to the nonstationary sinusoid issue
has been to set up the system to minimize the e e t of
nonstationarity. In [1, 2℄, for example, high frame rates
are used to ensure quasistationarity. In [9, 3℄, any spread
out peak portions are modeled, but as bandlimited noise.
We hypothesize that doing this does not suÆ iently apture
the nature of nonstationary sinusoids.
Given the importan e in identifying and synthesizing
nonstationary sinusoids and a la k of systems that do so,
we present a system that lls the void. Our system hybridizes the two basi models mentioned above { spe tral
and vo oder modeling { but does so in a way that allows
us to relax their respe tive assumptions, namely that sinusoids must remain onstant in frequen y within a frame
and that sinusoids vary only within the limits of a xed
hannel bandwidth. Our system demonstrates the ability
to identify and follow sinusoidal frequen y and amplitude
traje tories within a frame, and to mat h these traje tories
between frames.
2.

CURRENT MODEL

To obtain the time varying sinusoidal parameters, the urrent system performs ve major operations: time windowing, spe tral parsing, peak isolation / Hilbert transform /
IFFT, vo oder parameter estimation, and frequen y traje tory mat hing. The overall system a ts mu h as a sinusoidal
modeling system, but with a vo oder te hnique applied to
spe tral peaks that are too wide to be a urately modeled

as quasistationary sinusoids.
2.1.

2.3.

Time Windowing

The system begins by segmenting the signal in time into
Hamming-windowed frames, mu h as in spe tral modeling.
It uses longer frames than traditionally used with spe tral
modeling, however, sin e we will be able to a hieve time
varying parameters within a frame, something impossible
in onventional sinusoidal modeling. The lower frame rate
also o sets the omputational expense introdu ed by the
vo oder te hnique des ribed below. To ensure onstant
overlap and add for the Hamming window, 50% window
overlap is used.
2.2.

Spe tral Parsing

Give the time-windowed and zero-padded signal, an FFT
is applied to generate a spe trum for a given frame. We
then apply a te hnique alled spe tral parsing to determine
the lo ation of nonstationary sinusoids, and quasistationary
sinusoids within the spe trum.
To perform this parse, we identify peaks and valleys in
the magnitude FFT. This in ludes a test to ensure that not
every spe tral ripple will be identi ed as a smeared peak.
Spe i ally, a valley will not be onsidered a border between
peaks unless its height is less than
:45  (min(P1 ; P2 ));

where P1 and P2 are the heights of the peaks to the left and
right of the valley at hand. Also, a test is applied to ensure
that the sidelobes of a sinusoid's peak are not treated as
separate peaks. On e the spe trum has been parsed this
way, we note the width of ea h peak i at the higher of its
two bordering valleys as Di . We note the orresponding
height in terms of dB down from the peak to the higher
valley as Hi .
We now ompare Di to the width of a referen e stationary sinusoid's spe trum at Hi . Sin e all stationary sinusoids
will have the same width for a given windowing fun tion
and number of points in the FFT, we need only onsider
the window transform, de ned as the FFT of the N -point
windowing fun tion w(n):
W( ) =

X

N 1
n=0

w(n)e2in

=N :

We notate the height of W ( ) at Hi as Dir .
This omparison of Dir and Di will determine the next
step taken by the system. If Di < :7  Dir a spurious peak
has been dete ted [10℄; this will laterr be modeled as noise
or
ex luded from the model. If :7  Di < Di < 1:05  Dir then
the sinusoid will be onsidered quasistationary. In this ase,
onventional sinusoidal modeling as mentioned above may
be used. Thus the system will use minimal hange riteriar
for traje tory mat hing and synthesis. If Di > 1:05  Di ,
then the nonstationary model des ribed below is applied.

Peak Isolation, Hilbert Transform, and IFFT

Assuming the system has de ided to model a sinusoid as
nonstationary using the riteria above, it is ne essary to
prepare ea h orresponding peak separately for the vo oder
model. As des ribed in [4℄, we may use the omplex analyti
representation of a time domain signal as input to the phase
vo oder. To obtain this signal, the peak isolation te hnique,
Hilbert transform, and IFFT must be performed.
To do this, we begin by setting the spe trum to zero
outside the peak of interest. (We retain both the positive
and negative frequen y versions of the peak.) We then take
the Hilbert transform of this spe trum, and then IFFT both
the original and Hilbert transformed spe tra to obtain two
time domain signals, whi h are 90 degrees out of phase with
ea h other. We all these signals xrk (n) and xik (n), and we
will use them to form the analyti signal used in vo oder
analysis.
2.4.

Vo oder Model Appli ation

We may now onsider a vo oder hannel model with a bandwidth orresponding to that of the dynami ally sele ted
peak area, and a enter frequen y orresponding to the peak
of the hannel. Thus, the traditional vo oder model of a kth
hannel sinusoid is used:
xk (t) = ak (t) os[!k t + k (t)℄
where !k is the xed hannel enter frequen y.
To obtain ak (t) and k (t), we use the omplex analyti
representation xak(t) of xk (t) obtained in the previous step.
Thus we have:
xak (n) = xrk (n) + ixik (n)
We estimate the instantaneous amplitude by:
ak (t) = kxak (n)k
and the instantaneous frequen y deviation by:
xr (n)x_ i (n) + x_ rk (n)xik (n)
k (t) = k r k 2
(xk (n)) + (xik (n))2
where the dot represents a derivative. See [4℄ for a omplete
derivation.
These parameters may also be estimated using other
time domain te hniques, whi h may be more or less errorprone, depending on the enter frequen y, the amount of
frequen y variation and interferen e from other sinusoids.
This may be explored in a future work, and has already
been dealt with for sele t ases [11℄.
2.5.

Mat hing of Frequen y Traje tories

In the urrent paradigm, the mat hing of frequen y traje tories in onse utive frames may be performed with a
modi ation of a te hnique used in onventional spe tral
modeling, frequen y proximity mat hing. This te hnique
uses a simple re ursive approa h given in [1℄ whereby a frequen y estimate in a given frame is mat hed to the losest
frequen y in neighboring frames. In the urrent system, we
must make a slight modi ation, be ause we now have an
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entire frequen y traje tory in ea h frame rather than a single estimate. We thus attempt to mat h only the frequen y
estimates at the beginning and end of the frame. Be ause
we use 50% overlapping frames in the urrent system, we
use the frequen y estimates taken at 25% and 75% of the
way into ea h frame as the \beginning" and \end" estimates. Be ause the frequen y traje tory introdu es more
a urate information about instantaneous frequen y than
the single frequen y estimate used in spe tral modeling, we
must also demand that mat hing of frequen y traje tories
o ur only within a very small epsilon. In the urrent system, we hoose to allow 5% variation, a liberal amount by
this standard.

Hz, and one whi h varies quadrati ally, as 5000+(40n=N )2
Hz (where n are the sample indi es and N is the number
of samples in the signal). Only ten frequen y estimates for
a given sinusoid an be made using onventional sinusoidal
modeling, be ause there are only ten frames. We ould estimate these frequen y parameters visually from the spe trogram: frequen y peaks o ur at dark points.
Interestingly, we see that the urrent system was able
to tra k the exa t frequen y urves of the input sinusoids,
while using the same number of frames. Espe ially important is the orre tly followed quadrati urve, something
impossible with onventional sinusoidal modeling at this
frame rate. (Sinusoidal modeling uses linear frequen y interpolation or a linearly-biased ubi t of frequen y and
phase [1, 2℄.) On a more basi level, we note that the urrent
system has also orre tly identi ed the dire tion of travel
of ea h sinusoid in ea h frame, something that may be useful in appli ations where the a ousti origin of ea h peak is
sought.
The se ond example ontains the spee h utteran e \you
always" from a female speaker [12℄. Here, we present two
spe trograms, the rst of whi h shows us how little data
onventional sinusoidal modeling has to o er at this frame
rate. Nonetheless, the system is able to tra k several sinusoids within and between frames, again shown as a series of
\+" symbols. The se ond spe trogram, using a more onventional frame rate (8ms) and frame size (16 ms), veri es
the frequen y traje tory estimates of the urrent system,
again overlaid.
Preliminary testing of the model using polyphoni audio
input reveals similar results to those obtained using sinusoidal modeling. Thus, estimation of parameters every 8
ms, whether done in a single frame of more than 80 ms or
10 frames of 8 ms frame rate, appear to be of similar quality for a small set of test ases. We note that both models

3.

RESULTS

To ompare the algorithm with onventional spe tral modeling and show its unique strengths, we present two examples below. The rst ontains three nonstationary sinusoids
and the se ond onsists of spee h. In the rst example, we
show one spe trogram, and in the se ond, two. The rst
spe trogram for ea h example is onstru ted using the same
(longer than typi al) frame size, frame rate, and windowing fun tion as used in the urrent system. The urrent
system's frequen y traje tories are overlaid as a series of
white \+" symbols. For the se ond example, the se ond
spe trogram uses frame sizes that are one-sixth the size of
that used in the urrent system, and shows the identi al
overlaid frequen y traje tory in white \+" symbols.
A look at the spe trogram ( gure 1) for the rst example gives us an idea of the a ura y of parameters that may
be obtained by onventional sinusoidal modeling at the urrent system's frame rate (47 ms) and frame size (94 ms). In
this example, we have three sinusoids: two whi h vary linearly in frequen y, from 3000 to 1700 Hz and 1000 to 1400

level. We showed that the urrent model allows for more a urate representation of spee h and nonstationary-sinusoidbased signals.
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seem to require that the multiresolution te hnique of [3℄ be
used to guarantee audio of high per eptual quality over all
frequen ies.
4.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The urrent system presents only one possible implementation of the on ept of nonstationary sinusoidal modeling. Future implementations might in lude multiresolution
analysis frames to allow di ering degrees of nonstationarity
versus frequen y. Alternately, the time-frequen y resolution tradeo might be explored in more detail, with various
frame lengths used for a variety of audio input. By doing this we ould determine the ideal frame length for the
nonstationary sinusoid model, and those ases in whi h a
quasistationary spe tral model was advantageous.
The frequen y traje tory mat hing portion of the system will also be the subje t of future investigation. Spe ifi ally, we will apply derivative-based traje tory mat hing,
so that we may in orporate the dire tion of travel of the
frequen y traje tory when mat hing traje tories between
frames.
The dynami vo oder hannel sele tion pro edure too
will re eive future attention. We aim to sele t hannels
that yield the most eÆ ient and a urate sinusoidal representation. We believe that using an iterative approa h
or information from neighboring frames ould further our
obje tive.
5.

SUMMARY

An audio signal model has been presented that hybridizes
spe tral modeling and phase vo oder modeling. We noted
that by using this model, we are able to in rease the a ura y of frequen y traje tories and redu e the frame rate
in return for in reasing omputational expense at the frame
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